All relevant data are within the paper and its Supporting Information files.

Introduction {#sec006}
============

Randomised Controlled Trials (RCTs) are the preferred type of study design when comparing therapeutical interventions in medicine. The study design prevents selection and confounding bias and permits blinding of participants and researchers \[[@pone.0122328.ref001]\].

However, poor reporting of RCTs can reduce their usefulness \[[@pone.0122328.ref002], [@pone.0122328.ref003]\]. Clinicians and researchers must have access to clear, transparent and complete information to assess the quality and results of a trial accurately. Various aspects of RCTs may lead to bias when reported inadequately. To be able to assess the risk of publication bias and selective reporting, trials are advised to be registered in trial registers before patient enrolment and trial protocols should be published \[[@pone.0122328.ref004], [@pone.0122328.ref005]\]. Finally, adequate reporting of the randomisation procedure, allocation concealment and blinding is essential to value the trial and its results \[[@pone.0122328.ref003], [@pone.0122328.ref006], [@pone.0122328.ref007]\].

To improve clarity and transparency of reporting of trials, the Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials (CONSORT) statement ([www.consort-statement.org](http://www.consort-statement.org)) was developed in 1996 \[[@pone.0122328.ref008]\] and revised in 2001 \[[@pone.0122328.ref009]\] and 2010 \[[@pone.0122328.ref010], [@pone.0122328.ref011]\]. The CONSORT Statement and the corresponding checklist summarize all essential items that should be reported in an RCT. Several extensions have been published since, i.e. CONSORT for Abstracts \[[@pone.0122328.ref012]\], CONSORT for harms \[[@pone.0122328.ref013]\] and CONSORT for non-pharmacological treatments \[[@pone.0122328.ref014]\]. Journal endorsement of the CONSORT Statement may beneficially influence the completeness of reporting of trials \[[@pone.0122328.ref015]--[@pone.0122328.ref017]\].

The objective of this study was to assess the quality of reports and abstracts of RCTs in otorhinolaryngologic literature. Therefore, we scored articles in the otorhinolaryngologic research field with CONSORT checklists. Secondary, we compared the quality of reporting RCTs between the top 5 general medical journals and the top 5 otorhinolaryngologic journals. Finally, we aim to formulate recommendations for authors and editors of otorhinolaryngologic journals.

Methods {#sec007}
=======

Journals {#sec008}
--------

We selected the top 5 general medical journals and top 5 otorhinolaryngologic journals ('ENT journals', Ear Nose Throat \[ENT\]), based on their 2012 ISI Web of Knowledge impact factors ([www.webofknowledge.com](http://www.webofknowledge.com), date of access June 25^th^, 2014). The journals and impact factors are shown in [Table 1](#pone.0122328.t001){ref-type="table"}. The top 5 journals in general medical literature are *New England Journal of Medicine* (NEJM), followed by *The Lancet* (Lancet), *Journal of the American Medical Association* (JAMA), *British Medical Journal* (BMJ) and *PLOS Medicine* (PLOS Med). In ENT literature, *Ear & Hearing* (Ear Hear) is the journal with the highest impact factor, followed by *Journal of the Association for Research in Otolaryngology* (JARO), *Head & Neck* (Head Neck), *Hearing Research* (Hear Res) and A*udiology & Neurotology* (Audiol Neurotol).

10.1371/journal.pone.0122328.t001

###### Impact Factors 2012 Top 5 general medical and ENT journals.

![](pone.0122328.t001){#pone.0122328.t001g}

  Journal                                                               Impact Factor[\*](#t001fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------
  [General medical journals]{.ul}                                       
  1\. New England Journal of Medicine (NEJM)                            51.658
  2\. Lancet                                                            39.060
  3\. Journal of the American Medical Association (JAMA)                29.978
  4\. British Medical Journal (BMJ)                                     17.215
  5\. PLOS Medicine (PLOS Med)                                          15.253
  [ENT journals]{.ul}                                                   
  1\. Ear & Hearing (Ear Hear)                                          3.262
  2\. Journal of the Association for Research in Otolaryngoloy (JARO)   2.952
  3\. Head & Neck (Head Neck)                                           2.833
  4\. Hearing Research (Hear Res)                                       2.537
  5\. Audiology & Neurotology (Audiol Neurotol)                         2.318

\* Source: ISI Web of Knowledge 2012, Journal Citations Reports (JCR) via [www.webofknowledge.com](http://www.webofknowledge.com), accessed on June 25^th^, 2014.

ENT = Ear Nose Throat.

Search {#sec009}
------

We searched Pubmed on June 25^th^ 2014 for relevant literature using two filters developed and tested by the Cochrane Collaboration. First, an adapted version of the ENT search filter was used to identify otorhinolaryngologic articles ([S1 File](#pone.0122328.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) \[[@pone.0122328.ref018]\]. Second, to retrieve only RCTs, the highly sensitive RCT filter was used \[[@pone.0122328.ref019]\]. A date restriction was applied to yield only articles published since January 1^st^, 2010 (for complete search: see [S1 File](#pone.0122328.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Finally, a combination was made with a search syntax for the top 5 general medical journals and the top 5 ENT journals respectively using Boolean operator AND ([Fig. 1](#pone.0122328.g001){ref-type="fig"}).

![Flowchart of search.\
Date of search: June 25^th^, 2014. For complete search syntaxes: see [S1 File](#pone.0122328.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.](pone.0122328.g001){#pone.0122328.g001}

Study selection {#sec010}
---------------

Two authors (JPMP and IS) independently assessed titles and abstracts of the retrieved articles to check if the study was indeed conducted in the otorhinolaryngologic field and if it was an RCT. To be considered as a study in the otorhinolaryngologic field, studies must assess patients generally treated by otorhinolaryngologists or investigate a procedure generally performed by otorhinolaryngologists, including head and neck surgery ([S1 File](#pone.0122328.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). To be considered an RCT, studies must have randomised their human population in two or more groups receiving a therapeutic intervention. Secondary analysis of previously reported RCTs or economic evaluations were excluded. Discrepancies between the two independent reviewers were discussed until consensus was reached.

CONSORT 2010 adherence {#sec011}
----------------------

To score the quality of reporting, the most recent version of the CONSORT Statement was used (CONSORT 2010, [www.consort-statement.org](http://www.consort-statement.org)) \[[@pone.0122328.ref010]\]. If studies assessed a non-pharmacological treatment, the additions stated in the CONSORT Statement for non-pharmacological interventions were taken into account and scored according to the descriptions in this extension \[[@pone.0122328.ref014]\].

The included articles were read full text independently by two authors (JPMP and IS) and differences in opinion were discussed until consensus was reached. We evaluated the number of items of the CONSORT 2010 checklist that were adequately reported. A more detailed explanation on how items were assessed can be found in [S2 File](#pone.0122328.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Next, we compared reporting of specific items between the general medical journals and ENT journals.

When scoring item 19 (Harms), we took the additions for reporting harms as explained in the CONSORT extension for reporting harms into account \[[@pone.0122328.ref013]\].

CONSORT for Abstracts adherence {#sec012}
-------------------------------

We scored item 1b (Structured summary) separately on a checklist specifically designed to assess abstracts, published along with the CONSORT for Abstracts extension \[[@pone.0122328.ref012]\]. A more detailed explanation on how all 16 items were assessed can be found in [S3 File](#pone.0122328.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Again, we also compared the adequate reporting of items per journal type.

Furthermore, we hypothesised that abstracts with more words would report more items adequately. To test this hypothesis, we counted the words of the abstract excluding title, authors names, affiliations, journal and volumes numbers and key words. These counts are shown with standard deviations and range.

Data analysis {#sec013}
-------------

In total, there are 37 CONSORT (sub)items. Item 1b (Structured summary) is scored separately. The number of adequately reported items was divided by a possible total of 36, resulting in a percentage. The higher the percentage, the more adequately authors reported their trial. For the assessment of abstracts, the number of adequately reported items was divided by a possible total of 16, because one of the items on the checklist is specific to conference abstracts only (name of authors), and therefore not scored.

Means, medians and 95% confidence intervals (CI) were calculated. The 2-tailed Mann Whitney U test for 2 independent samples was used to compare CONSORT scores and CONSORT for Abstracts scores for articles published in general medical journals with ENT journals. The correlation between adequate reporting of CONSORT for Abstracts items and number of words was calculated using Spearman's rho. Statistical tests were performed using SPSS v20 statistics package. A *p*-value of \< 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Results {#sec014}
=======

Search {#sec015}
------

The search process is showed in [Fig. 1](#pone.0122328.g001){ref-type="fig"}. The combined search syntaxes yielded 40 articles in the general medical journals and 69 articles in the ENT journals.

Study selection {#sec016}
---------------

Of the 40 articles in the general medical journals, 3 articles were neither considered otorhinolaryngologic research nor an RCT and were therefore excluded. Seventeen RCTs were not considered otorhinolaryngologic and finally 17 otorhinolaryngologic studies were no RCTs. We included the remaining 15 RCTs in otorhinolaryngology ([Table 2](#pone.0122328.t002){ref-type="table"}).

Of the 69 articles in the ENT journals, 1 article was excluded because it was neither an RCT nor conducted in otorhinolaryngology. We excluded 5 RCTs not performed in otorhinolaryngology and excluded 45 non-RCT studies in otorhinolaryngology. This large number of exclusions can be explained by phrases like 'stimuli were presented randomly' or 'in random order' that were detected by our highly sensitive RCT filter. In the end, we included 18 RCTs on otorhinolaryngologic topics ([Table 3](#pone.0122328.t003){ref-type="table"}).

10.1371/journal.pone.0122328.t002

###### Assessment of retrieved articles in general medical journals.
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                   ENT?              
  ---------- ----- -------- -------- ----------
  **RCT?**   yes   15       17       **32**
  no         5     3        **8**    
                   **20**   **20**   ***40***

ENT = Ear Nose Throat, RCT = Randomised Controlled Trial

10.1371/journal.pone.0122328.t003

###### Assessment of retrieved articles in ENT journals.
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                   ENT?              
  ---------- ----- -------- -------- ----------
  **RCT?**   yes   18       5        **23**
  no         45    1        **46**   
                   **63**   **6**    ***69***

ENT = Ear Nose Throat, RCT = Randomised Controlled Trial

CONSORT 2010 adherence {#sec017}
----------------------

All 15 articles published in general medical journals (NEJM 4, Lancet 1, JAMA 7, BMJ 3, PLOS Med 0) reported a mean of 92.1% (95% CI: 89.5%--94.7%; median 91.9%) of CONSORT items adequately. All 18 articles published in ENT journals (Ear Hear 2, JARO 1, Head Neck 7, Hear Res 2, Audiol Neurotol 6) reported a mean of 71.8% (66.7%--76.8%; median 74.3%) of CONSORT items adequately. Importantly, between these two journal types, there is a statistically significant difference in adequately reported CONSORT 2010 items (Mann Whitney U, *p* \< 0.001).

We also compared the difference in reporting individual items between the general medical and ENT journals. [Fig. 2](#pone.0122328.g002){ref-type="fig"} shows how many articles reported individual CONSORT items adequately, sorted per journal type. There are several striking differences to be observed. First, the authors of two out of three RCTs in ENT journals do not mention that they conducted an RCT in the title of their manuscript. Even though the authors of one in five RCTs in general medical journals also not state this, the number is much higher for articles published in ENT journals. Second, articles in ENT journals hardly state sample size calculations (28%, item 7a) and subsequently inadequately reported why the trial was ended (39%, item 14b). Third, both articles in general medical journals and in ENT journals report Randomisation items (items 8a and 8b, 9, 10; Sequence generation, Allocation concealment mechanism, Implementation, respectively) inadequately; however, articles in ENT journals reported worse (44%, 33%, 11%, 22% respectively). Fourth, items 20 and 21 (Limitations and Generalisability, respectively) are adequately reported in only ∼40% of articles in ENT journals. Fifth, only 11% of articles published in ENT journals state the name of trial registry and the registration number, whereas this is 100% in general medical journals. Lastly, not one article in ENT journals stated where the full trial protocol could be accessed (40% for general medical journals).

![Reporting of CONSORT items per journal type.\
The percentage of articles reporting CONSORT items adequately (in %), sorted per journal type (articles published in general medical journals, n = 15; articles published in ENT journals, n = 18), using the CONSORT 2010 checklist \[[@pone.0122328.ref010]\]. \^ Item 1b: item Structured summary is assessed with the specific CONSORT for Abstracts checklist \[[@pone.0122328.ref012]\], see [Fig. 3](#pone.0122328.g003){ref-type="fig"}. \* Marked items concern optional items. When possible in the study and adequately reported, the item was scored as 'adequately reported'. When possible, but not reported, the item was scored as 'inadequately reported'. If not possible, the item was not scored as 'inadequately reported', but left open.](pone.0122328.g002){#pone.0122328.g002}

CONSORT for Abstracts adherence {#sec018}
-------------------------------

Item 1b (Structured summary) is not reported in [Fig. 2](#pone.0122328.g002){ref-type="fig"}, because we assessed the reporting of abstracts with the CONSORT for Abstracts checklist. Articles published in general medical journals report a mean of 70.0% (63.7%--76.3%; median 68.6%) of CONSORT for Abstracts items, whereas articles published in ENT journals report a mean of 32.3% (26.6--38.0%; median 31.6%) (p \< 0.001).

When taking a closer look on individual CONSORT for Abstracts items, again there are large differences ([Fig. 3](#pone.0122328.g003){ref-type="fig"}). First, no abstract of an article published in ENT journals adequately described Participants (item 3). Second, both abstracts of articles from ENT journals and general medical journals report Randomisation (item 7) inadequately (0 and 19%, respectively). Finally, Recruitment, Numbers analysed, Harms, Trial registration and Funding were adequately reported in \<20% of all articles published in ENT journals.

![Reporting of CONSORT for Abstracts items per journal type.\
The percentage of articles reporting CONSORT for Abstract items adequately (in %), sorted per journal type (articles published in general medical journals, n = 15; articles published in ENT journals, n = 18). On the original CONSORT for Abstracts checklist \[[@pone.0122328.ref012]\], item 2 (author names) is specific for conference abstracts only. Therefore, we renumbered the subsequent items.](pone.0122328.g003){#pone.0122328.g003}

The abstracts of articles published in general medical journals had a mean of 337.7 ± 35.7 \[267--405\] words, whereas abstracts of articles published in ENT journals had a mean of 204.3 ± 69.1 \[84--331\] words. This difference was statistically significant (p \< 0.001). Furthermore, there was a significant correlation between abstract word count and number of adequately reported CONSORT for Abstracts items (Spearman's rho *p* = 0.01, correlation coefficient 0.736, sig (2-tailed) 0.000).

Discussion {#sec019}
==========

To our knowledge, this is the first study evaluating the quality of reports and abstracts of RCTs in otorhinolaryngologic literature. We evaluated the quality of reporting using the CONSORT Statement checklists \[[@pone.0122328.ref010], [@pone.0122328.ref012]\]. We compared articles published in general medical journals with articles published in ENT journals and found adequate reporting of CONSORT items in 92.1% (89.5--94.7%) and 71.8% (66.7--76.8%) respectively (p \< 0.001). Large differences in the quality of reporting RCTs were observed between both journal types.

There are several topics essential to RCTs that were reported inadequately ([Fig. 2](#pone.0122328.g002){ref-type="fig"}). First, 72% of articles published in ENT journals fail to report details of the sample size calculation (versus 0% in general medical journals). Also in other areas of expertise, less than half of the articles describe sample size calculations correctly \[[@pone.0122328.ref001], [@pone.0122328.ref017], [@pone.0122328.ref020], [@pone.0122328.ref021]\]. The randomisation procedure is considered of utmost importance in RCTs. Yet articles do not report this process sufficiently. CONSORT items Sequence generation, Allocation concealment mechanism, Implementation are inadequately reported in \>50% of articles published in ENT journals. This figure is again congruent with other medical specialties \[[@pone.0122328.ref001], [@pone.0122328.ref003], [@pone.0122328.ref021]--[@pone.0122328.ref023]\] and a recent Cochrane review on the completeness of reporting RCTs \[[@pone.0122328.ref017]\]. Studies published in ENT journals were not registered or did not mention trial registration (89%) in a trial register and none of the articles had a previously published study protocol, yielding a risk of bias by selective reporting \[[@pone.0122328.ref004], [@pone.0122328.ref006]\]. Clinical trial registration before patient enrolment is part of the Declaration of Helsinki and is required by the International Committee of Medical Journal Editors (ICMJE) \[[@pone.0122328.ref024]\]. The articles published in general medical journals score better on all these items. It has been highlighted before that reporting of essential items is better in general medical journals; it is thought to result from more stringent requirements by the editorial offices of the general medical journals \[[@pone.0122328.ref007]\].

In the analysis of reporting CONSORT for Abstracts items again a large difference between articles published in general medical journals and ENT journals can be observed ([Fig. 3](#pone.0122328.g003){ref-type="fig"}). A significant correlation between the number of words and correctly reporting CONSORT for Abstract items was observed (Spearman's rho, p = 0.01), suggesting that authors simply need a sufficient amount of words to correctly report all necessary study information in their abstracts. In [Table 4](#pone.0122328.t004){ref-type="table"}, the maximum number of abstract words is sorted for the top 5 general medical and ENT journals, showing large differences between these types.

10.1371/journal.pone.0122328.t004

###### Maximum number of words in abstracts and endorsement of CONSORT Statement, per journal.
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  Journal                           Maximum number of words                             Endorse CONSORT?
  --------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------- ------------------
  [General medical journals]{.ul}                                                       
  1\. NEJM                          250                                                 Yes
  2\. Lancet                        300                                                 Yes
  3\. JAMA                          350                                                 Yes
  4\. BMJ                           *No fixed limit*, *'to encourage full reporting'*   Yes
  5\. PLOS Med                      300                                                 Yes
  [ENT journals]{.ul}                                                                   
  1\. Ear Hear                      500                                                 No
  2\. JARO                          250                                                 No
  3\. Head Neck                     150                                                 No
  4\. Hear Res                      NA                                                  No
  5\. Audiol Neurotol               *'10 lines'*                                        No

Source: Instructions to Authors section on journals' websites, accessed July 17^th^, 2014. NA = not available.

[Table 4](#pone.0122328.t004){ref-type="table"} also shows that all general medical journals have endorsed the CONSORT Statement, meaning that these journals refer to the CONSORT Statement in the Instructions to Authors section on their websites (NEJM, Lancet) or even request a completed checklist to be uploaded with the submission of their manuscript (BMJ, JAMA, PLOS Med; personal communication of first author with editors, July 2014). None of the ENT journals report the CONSORT Statement in the Instructions to Authors section on their website (date of access July 8^th^, 2014), even though there are more than 200 medical journals that endorse CONSORT worldwide \[[@pone.0122328.ref025], [@pone.0122328.ref026]\].

Strengths of our study include our transparent search strategy to retrieve all RCTs. It can be easily reproduced, since all complete syntaxes are provided or referred to ([Fig. 1](#pone.0122328.g001){ref-type="fig"}, [S1 File](#pone.0122328.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Next, we were very thorough in our analysis and for instance contacted editorial offices for further information. We gave an overview of all CONSORT items and did not select a few CONSORT items that we considered most important. If possible, we used an appropriate CONSORT extension to assess individual articles or items, e.g. non-pharmacologic treatments, CONSORT for Abstracts or Harms \[[@pone.0122328.ref012]--[@pone.0122328.ref014]\]. Furthermore, we compare our data with other (surgical) medical specialties to put our findings in a broader perspective. Finally, we transformed our results into practical recommendations for authors and editors (see [Recommendations](#sec020){ref-type="sec"}).

Our study also has some limitations. First, interpreting phrases in articles and assessing them on a qualitative scale will always remain subjective. We think we countered this sufficiently by ensuring that two independent reviewers assessed whether articles were RCTs and conducted in the otorhinolaryngologic field and by making our scoring system publicly available (Appendices 2 and 3). Another limitation could be that we performed our search only in the Pubmed database, excluding other medical databases. However, Pubmed is one of the largest and most widely available databases comprising over 24 million citations \[[@pone.0122328.ref027]\]. Furthermore, we used the CONSORT 2010 checklist to assess the quality of included articles. One may argue that authors of articles published in 2010 had no chance to report according to this version of the CONSORT Statement. Nonetheless, previous versions of the CONSORT Statement were long available to help authors report adequately \[[@pone.0122328.ref008], [@pone.0122328.ref009]\]. Ultimately, reporting according to the CONSORT Statement does not necessarily result in better reporting of studies. For example, the three studies that report according to the CONSORT Statement that were published in general medical journals report a mean of 98.2% (96.4--100%) of CONSORT items adequately. This is, however, a higher mean score than the score of the articles not reporting according to the CONSORT Statement published in general medical journals 90.5% (88.0%--93.1%).

Recommendations {#sec020}
---------------

Correct reporting of clinical trials is an important aspect of good research and essential for clinicians and researchers to value the results of trials. To assist adequate reporting, the CONSORT Statement can be a helpful tool. We advise authors in the otorhinolaryngologic field to use the CONSORT Statement when reporting an RCT. It has been shown that reporting according to the CONSORT Statement has a beneficial influence on the quality of reporting \[[@pone.0122328.ref015]--[@pone.0122328.ref017]\]. We recommend editors of ENT journals to endorse the CONSORT Statement in the Instructions for Authors section on their website and to make it a requirement that a CONSORT checklist is submitted along with a new manuscript. Finally, a larger maximum number of words should be allowed for abstracts of RCTs to assure accurate description of all essential trial information.

Conclusion {#sec021}
==========

The quality of reports of RCTs in otorhinolaryngologic literature assessed with the CONSORT checklists is suboptimal. This results in risk of bias, and therefore the value of these trials for clinicians and researchers is limited. RCTs published in general medical journals (that all endorse the CONSORT Statement) have a higher quality of reporting than articles published in ENT journals. We advise authors to report their trial according to the CONSORT Statement. Finally, we recommend editors to endorse the CONSORT Statement and to require the submission of CONSORT checklist along with a new manuscript prior to peer review to ensure more adequate reporting of RCTs.

Supporting Information {#sec022}
======================

###### Complete search syntax.

a\) The editorial team, Cochrane Ear Nose and Throat Disorders Group. About the Cochrane Collaboration (Cochrane Reviews Group (CRGs)), 2012 issue 7, art. no.: ENT. CENTRAL search strategy. Available: <http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/o/cochrane/clabout/articles/ENT/sect0-meta.html>. Accessed on 25 June 2014. b) The Cochrane Collaboration (March 2011). Cochrane Highly Sensitive Search Strategy for identifying randomized trials in MEDLINE: sensitivity-maximizing version (2008 revision); PubMed format. Cochrane Handbook for Systematic Reviews for Interventions, Box 6.4.a. Available [handbook.cochrane.org](http://handbook.cochrane.org). Accessed 25 June 2014.

(DOC)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Explanation of criteria to score as 'adequately reported CONSORT item'.

Please see Schulz et al. \[[@pone.0122328.ref010]\] for the original CONSORT 2010 checklist and Moher et al. \[[@pone.0122328.ref011]\] for explanation and elaboration including scoring guidelines. When the trial evaluated non-pharmacologic treatments, we assessed the articles using additions from Boutron et al. \[[@pone.0122328.ref014]\]. \* Marked items concern optional items. When possible in the study and adequately reported, the item was scored as 'adequately reported'. When possible, but not reported, the item was scored as 'inadequately reported'. If not possible, the item was not scored as 'inadequately reported', but left open.

(DOCX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Explanation of criteria to score as 'adequately reported CONSORT for Abstract item'.

On the original CONSORT for Abstracts checklist \[[@pone.0122328.ref012]\], item 2 is Author Information. Since this item is specific for conference abstracts only, we omitted this item and subsequently number the other items. \* Marked items concern optional items. When possible in the study and reported, the item was scored as adequately reported. When possible, but not reported, the item was scored as inadequately reported. When not possible, the item was not scored as inadequately reported.

(DOCX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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